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Summary
Changes in the market -place challenge us to
become more creative and effective market-
ers. Mature and new products both have a
role. Two performance areas will be critical
to our future success.

First, decentralization of resources and
decision making have put successful market-
ing implementation in the hands of' local
(district, regional) managers, at a time when
these managers are also asked to manage
larger territories with less resources.
Planning is essential for their success.

The second area most organizations must
strengthen is the quality of internal partner-
ships. Every person and function with
product responsibility is de facto a member
of the marketing team. The quality and
efficiency of these internal teams will be
directly reflected in the quality of the
marketing effort to customers.

The role of marketing
In today's market -place there are many
reasons to pursue more effective marketing;
changing weed species, increased regulation,
the emergence of "safer" compounds and
economic stress at the grower level, all
challenge our marketing skills. In a competi-
tive market, with little margin for error, we
must develop market analysis processes,
identify and capitalize on new market opportu-
nities in a timely way, and support sales
representatives in the targeting and selling of
key accounts.

Our marketing efforts have positive effects
at the customer level. But they are also
extremely valuable in building enthusiasm and
company spirit among the sales force. In
addition, fresh analysis can uncover new
geographical and crop use segments, thus
expanding and diversifying product markets.

As the product mix becomes stronger and
product partners (tank mixes) more diverse,
sales performance by district, by region and
nationally become more resilient.

There are basically only four ways to
increase product sales volume:
1. Increase use by existing customers
2. Take away the competition's customers
3. Enter new markets
4. Convert non -users

Mature products, new products
Both new product and mature product strate-
gies can play a role in each of the above. A
new prepack product can "dress up" an older
product, and can increase overall use of the
older partner component by selling to current
customers and by taking away a share of the
market from a competitor's product.

Truly new weed control products are
clearly an effective way to enter new markets.
Expansion to new crops and demonstrated
performance with new uses can open doors
into new geographical regions, with new crop
segments, and to stronger relationships with
dealers and distributors. In the case where non-
users must be converted, an especially inten-
sive and carefully planned personal selling
effort must be the cornerstone of a highly
integrated marketing approach.

Often, market research is a critical part of
this effort. Formal market research can assess
weed control needs, programs, satisfaction and
decision making from an objective, unbiased
perspective. Many weed control product
development teams today walk the entire
product development path with research
support. Product concepting research helps
guide scientific research into the performance
characteristics growers most need. Positioning
research helps us assess barriers to market
entry - whether competitive driven or market
driven. Pricing research helps set volume goals
which are reasonable and profitable. Advertis-
ing research can show us where product
education, as well as promotion, is needed.
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Local implementation of strategies
The'distiict or local manager has a key role.
Unlike the product manager who can "cham-
pion" one product, the local manager must
balance all products against all needs and
resources. These decisions often determine
whether any one weed control product or
program is adopted. The local manager must
support older products, and yet also initiate
joint planning and coaching with representa-
tives and customers for new products:

market analysis;
identify target segments and forecast
potential;
select a core strategy: differential advan-
tage; how to sell it most effectively through
marketing programs and implementation
plans by territory;
ongoing monitoring systems.

As organizations decentralize, the local or
district manager is often faced with many
implementation tasks:

balancing new product strategies with
programs for existing products;
balancing sales force planning across
product lines and, sometimes, different
customer segments;
co- ordinating the efforts of distributor and
dealer agents when their sales efforts are a
key strategy element;
providing management leadership to
representatives in the setting of personal
and professional performance goals;
monitoring enough to know when perform-
ance is not up to par; coaching good and
inadequate performance;
providing market leadership and visibility
for their organization through active
involvement with key influencers and the
aggressive pursuit of new product and new
market opportunities;
providing prompt and timely analysis of
district market trends, competitor activities
and opportunities.

Planning is the key
Careful, consistent planning and goal- setting
are the cornerstones of this effort. Introducing
a weed control program is a complex process.
Company technical resources, product infor-
mation, sales goals, and customer needs/
awareness must all be assessed and integrated
into a coherent plan. To make this task even

more challenging it is usually only one small
part of a district or region manager's jób!

The following steps are generally recog-
nized:

analysis of the market: opportunities,
forecast goals, preliminary strategy alterna-
tives;
analysis of competitive programs/intelli -
gence: not just competitive actions but
potential impact on customer decisions;
identification of key segments for each
product; organization of multi- product
strategies where appropriate; preliminary
territory planning;
agreement on product forecasts and share
goals; preliminary agreement on programs
to help districts reach those goals; .

analysis of key accounts on a representa-
tive-by- representative basis; special
attention to new products or situations
where the competition may be more
vulnerable;
constant communication with product
management, including preparation of
alternative programs depending on how the
season progresses; allow product managers
time to assess the cost/benefit from their
broader perspective;

. execute the plan; develop simple monitor-
ing systems;..,
consultation with company leadership,
product managers and sales representatives
on progress throughout the season

Common pitfalls .

Theoretically, if these steps were followed,
market share gains would result. In fact, there .
are several common pitfalls:

Moving too slowly gives the competition
time to react to your initial programs with
efforts of their own, and to aggressively
target and sell key accounts before you.
Pricing programs and service strategies
must be implemented quickly and aggres-
sively to fully pay off.
Timidity in the face of the competition, or
in the face of internal marketing programs,
can be fatal. One of the primary jobs of a
manager is to actively liaise between all
the parts of the organization. For the
product manager, that means making
general product strategy decisions and
making sure that all programs across all
markets support product profitability. For
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the district manager, that means talking to
product management, to communications
staff, to sales management, to representa-
tives, and to market research in an effort to
organize all the information about the
district.and integrate that information into
workable, effective marketing programs.
The district manager must be able to take
the initiative to create program alterna -.
tives, to shepherd them through product
manágement; and to implement them in the
field.
Follow through is critical. Market share
gain is a very temporary thing. The more
active you are, the bigger target you are for
your. competition.. Following through with
customers and with sales representative
planning is the only long -term strategy for
retaining market share gains.
Underestimating the magnitude of the
problem is common. Managers have so
many responsibilities - people, programs,

competitive analysis, communication - that
they sometimes can accidentally- neglect a
problem until it jumps up and bites them.

The need for partnership
Today's crop protection companies are
operating with fewer resources, leaner mar-
gins, and larger territories in most parts of the
world. The immense level of financing
required to bring a new product onto the
market or to re- register a current product
necessitates seamless partnerships between all
levels and branches of a marketing organiza-
tion. Product developers and technical support

be fully integrated into product strate-
gies. Field -level sales representatives and -
managers must become knowledgeable about
every detail of product performance., and
potential uses. The more effectively we work
these internal partnerships, the more effi-
ciently we'll bring weed control products to
our customer.


